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PROPERTY FOR A COLLECTION OF
UNIVERSAL SUBCONTINUA
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Let X be a Hausdorff space and A CX a continuum. A is said to be
a Universal Subcontinuum (USC) if AnB is connected for every
continuum B CX. Let a be a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space.
Then a is said to have the finite partition property if a has a decomposition into a finite number of subcollections each having the finite
intersection property. A result due to W. J. Gray [1] can be easily
modified to show that in a Hausdorff space, a collection of USC's has
the finite intersection property if every pair has a common point.
Other properties of USC's are given in [2 ] and [3 ].
THEOREM. Let a be a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space. Then
the following statements are equivalent.
(1) a has the finite partition property.
(2) There exist integers p, q with p _ q ? 2 such that for every p elements of a, at least q of them have a common point.
(3) a has no infinite pairwise disjoint subcollection.
PROOF. (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3) are obvious. Condition
(2) is used in [2] to obtain a result which states that the maximal
number of subcollections required for the partition is p-q+2.
We
now prove that (3) implies (1). The proof is by contradiction; we
assume that a is a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space with no
infinite pairwise disjoint subcollection, but that a does not have the
finite partition property.
Let 1(a) = {I3Ca I13is pairwise disjoint}. Let 1, 02EI(a). We say
if ,1 C02. Then it is clear that < defines a partial order on 1(a).
013i<132
Let {13,j|J} be a totally ordered subset of 1(a). Then define
We show 1CI(a). Let H, GE:, then there exist ji,
1=Uj=,j.
which
j2EJ such that He13, and GEZ3,2.We may assume j31C1j2
implies that H, G EZj2 and that HnG = 0 if H=G. Thus 1 is pairwise
disjoint and 1EI(a). It is clear that 1>3?j for everyjEzJand hence 1
is an upper bound for the chain. Thus every pairwise disjoint subcollection of a is a subset of some maximal element of 1(a).
Let a =a0; we define the following subcollections inductively:

gi al, a2

0i

a%3ai+1
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(1) fi is a maximal element of I(ai) with card Ji> 2.
and
(2) a'= {HEai4 there exist B1, B2ef3i such that BinB2=0
H(TB1$ 0$ H(TB2}.
such
there exists B1, B2efi and Geai-al
(3) ai= {HEai-a'I
that BinTB2=0, H(TB 1 0 $ G(TB2, and H(TG $0 }.
-a4 such that GBC\B
(4) f= {BefiJ there exist GB, HBeai-c4
}.
z$0$ HB(nB and GB(nHB=P0
such that Hr\B
there exists BGeif-f
(5) a3= {HCai-al-a2

$01.
(6) aei+i=ai-ai-aj
-a3.
We proceed as follows: Since ao does not have the finite intersection
Then there
property, there exist H, GeCxo such that HnG=02.
exists a maximal element oeC(c(axo)with {H, G}I< o. We now show
that a' and a 2 have the finite partition property.
We associate each element of a' with the disjoint pair B1, B2e30
given in the definition of a' and then show that the collection of all
elements associated with the same pair has the finite intersection
5 HiB2; H2qBi
0 $H1
property. Let H1, H2Eao; B1, B2Ef0; H1nBi
$ 0$ H2(TB2; and BJThB2= 0. Suppose H1(TH2= 0. Then BUJH1
kJB2 and B1kJH2kJB2 are USC's but (B,kJH1kJB2)(T(B1kJH2kJB2)
= BlJB2= B1 B2. The contradiction shows H1qH2$ 05. By hypothesis, card f0 is finite and it is clear that a'j has the finite partition
2
property. The proof that a has the finite partition property is
similar.
Now suppose that 1==,0. Then since #o is maximal, every Heao
into at most
intersects some BCf3o. We then decompose ao-ao-ao
card f0 subcollections by associating each element with the unique
BE 1o which it intersects. Since J0 = 0, every pair associated with
2
has the finite parthe same B have a common point. Thus ao-a'-a
tition property and hence so does ao. The contradiction shows J3-$0.
It is clear that a' has the finite partition property and that
{GB, HBIBeO13} CI(a1). We choose a maximal element ,Ie1(a1)
such that {GB, HBI BeC1o} I1t. at,1 has the finite partition property,
then so does a0 = aUalJUa J2Ua. Therefore we assume that a., does
not have the finite partition property, and it is clear that this argument can be repeated inductively.
We now show that the sequence {i } satisfies the following
property:
(p) Suppose i, j, and k are integers such that i>j and i>k. Let
implies
and BkeCk. Then BinBjF 0F4-BinBk
BiCEi,
BjCej,
B/ThBk

$0

Assume Bj(TBk=0.

If i=j,

then Bi=Bj

and BjfBk$,s20.

Thus
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i#j and similarly, we have i$k.

If j=k, then BjnBk=0
implies
Bi ea. Thus jik and we may assume i>j>k. Since BjCajCCak and
1k is a maximal element of I((ak), there exists HkCefk such that
Bjr)Hk $0 and HkrBk = 0. But this implies B,&a'. The contradic-

tion shows BijrBk $ 0.
Let 'Yi= UBegiB. We now show nfl0i7# 0. Since each yi is compact, it suffices to show nfl=OyiF 0 in every k > 0. Let Bk efk. Then
in every i < k, we have Bk cxkCaxi and since fi is a maximal element

But property (p)
of I(ai), there exists BiCei such that BknBi50.
obviously implies fl=0 Bi $0 and thus f=0 z $0.
Let x Efn o yi. Then for every i > 0, there exists Di efi such that
xEDi. We now define a collection of USC's {Eili?0O} as follows:
(i) Since card ,go 2, there exists Eo Ego such that EonDo = 0.
-a 2-a3
and Di+,nDi-(ii) For every i>O, Di+Eiai-a
imply DiC3Bt. Therefore, there exists Ei+1Ef3i+l such that Ei+l
De 0 but Ei+,nDi+l = 0.
nDi
We now show that the infinite collection {EiI i 0} is pairwise
disjoint. The proof is by induction. We have EonDo =0 ElnDo
D1nDo 0$, and E1nDl =0. Therefore {Eo, E1, D1} is pair$'0,
wise disjoint. Now assume {Eo, E1, * * * , Ek, Dk } is pairwise disjoint. Then since Dk+lrDk $ 0, Ek+l?Dk $ 0, and Ek+l1Dk+1 =0,
property (p) implies {Eo, E1, * * , Ek, Ek+l, Dk+l } is pairwise disjoint. By induction, {Eili0 O} is an infinite pairwise disjoint subcollection of a. This contradiction completes the proof.
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